Safety warning - please read before using:
Do not leave collar on dog for more than 12 hours.

Indication Light

Do not put the collar on your dog without ﬁrst testing it under
any circumstances.

Introduction:

DC655V Vibration
Anti Bark Collar User's Manual

Product Manual

On/Off Power Switch
Low sensitivity

The intelligent Anti Bark Collar stops barking w i t h
p r o g r e s s i v e l y i n c r e a s i n g s o u n d a n d vibration
stimulation. It is humane and safe and does not use
static shock stimulation.
Easy to use and test, activated by throat vibration when dog
is barking. A microprocessor distinguishes your dog’s bark
from other environmental noises and automatically
delivers a sound and vibration after each bark.

High
sensitivity

Charging Socket
Vibration Prongs

Please Read this Manual Carefully Before Use

2. TESTING THE COLLAR BEFORE USING
Scratch the rough surface on the anti bark collar by using a
ﬁngernail or pen to test.
You will hear beeps on the 1st and 2nd scratches.
A mild vibration (similar to the cell phone vibration) starts
along with the tone on the 3rd scratch.
After each scratch, the vibration gets more intense and
lasts longer until it has gone through all 7 correction
levels.
After the 7th level, the collar will shut down for 1 minute
and resume back to be normal afterwards.
Every scratch should be occured within 40 seconds,
otherwise, it will restart from the 1st correction level.

3. ADJUSTING THE SENSITIVITY
There are two BUTTONS + - which used to adjust the

Charging Instructions
The collar needs to be charged when the red light continues
ﬂashing slowly for 30s, and then turns oﬀ automatcially.
1. Open the Battery Charging Rubber Cover on the Anti Bark
Collar, plug one end of the cable in the charging port and
connect the other end to the adaptor, computer, notebook or
power bank.
(Note: please make sure that the adaptor output is 5V/5001000mAh.)
2. Plug the Lithium Polymer Charger into an electrical power
outlet of ordinary household voltage(110-230V) based on
your local standard.
3. The red light will be steady on when fully charged within
1.5 to 2 hours, it turns green light when charged full.

higher sensitivity level is, the easier to trigger the collar.
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1. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.
2. Do not allow your dog to chew this collar. You should
also attempt to minimize scratching or clawing at the
casing.
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If the dog does not bark again within 40 secs (which is
basedon the last barking) , then the collar will revert to the
1st correction level.
1ST BARK

1 Minute
sleep mode
1.5seconds

7TH BARK

5 seconds

2ND BARK

4 seconds

What does the bark collar actually do when your dog barks?
5 seconds

2.5seconds

Vibrate

1st bark: Progressive warning beeps for 1.5 seconds
2nd bark: Progressive warning beeps for 2.5 seconds

3. This device is made of plastic and electronic components
that are not digestible. Consult your local vet if your dog
swallows any parts of this product.
4. The collar is not intended to be used as a restraining
collar. If you are using a leash, use it with a separate
restraining type of collar.
5. Check your pet’s neck for any signs of rash or sore
daily. If you observe a rash or a sore, please remove
the collar for a few days.
6. This is normal but, it should not happen so often as to be
confusing to your pet. Please don't use the collar if your pet
is suﬀering from ﬂeas or ear mites. Constant scratching from
ﬂeas or ear mites can, at times, cause the collar to react
when it is not supposed to. If these activities are evident,

to diﬀerentiate your dog’s individual bark from stray
environmental noises, the unit may occasionally be

6TH BARK

3 seconds
5 seconds

4th bark: Sound for 5 seconds+Vibration for 1.5 seconds

2 seconds
5 seconds
1.5seconds

5th bark: Sound for 5 seconds+Vibration for 2 seconds
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Fault Finding Guide:
Q. The collar just keeps going oﬀ.
A1. The sensitivity is set too high. Please lower the
sensitivity by pressing the minus”-”button.
A2. The collar is not tight enough, please tighten the collar.

5TH BARK
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Don't worry about this, your dog learns very quickly that it is
exactly a false alert. All dogs learn quickly that the two
beeps are just two beeps when they are barking. But as a
responsible dog owner, you know that the collar is designed
to STOP the excessive barking.

Q. My dog shakes his head and the collar goes oﬀ.
A. Because dog feels so uncomfortable when wearing the
collar that he/ she shakes the head and scratches the collar
to activate it.
Q. My dog barks but the collar is not activated.
A. Check the battery by performing a full test. If the collar
tests correctly, then you will need to either increase the
sensitivity level by pressing ”+” to make it easier to be
activated, or tighten the collar as it might be too loose.
Q. Collar beeps but doesn’t vibrate.
A. There is not enough current inside the battery to make it
vibrate, please recharge the collar.
Q. The collar goes oﬀ when my dog doesn’t bark.
A. The collar sometimes gives false alerts...
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5 seconds

4TH BARK

activated by other vibrations.
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3RD BARK

1 seconds

3rd bark: Sound for 5 seconds+Vibration for 1 seconds
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Although the Anti-bark Collar’s microprocessor is designed

sensitivity, and every time there will be “B” out of tone,
sensitivity will gradually be enhanced or weakened. The

Important Note:

have your pet checked by a veterinarian for parasites.

Caution Notes:

Operating Instructions
Press the Mode Button for 2 secs, the Green Light will
be on. You turn on the collar in Sound and Vibration mode.
Press the Mode Button for 2 secs, lights will be off,
which means the collar is turned off.

6th bark: Sound for 5 seconds+Vibration for 3 seconds
7th bark: Sound for 5 seconds+Vibration for 4 seconds
8th bark: Sleep Mode for Safety (for 1 minute)

Beep

PLEASE ENSURE THAT THE COLLAR IS FITTED
CORRECTLY. When the collar is ﬁtted correctly, it will not
move on your dog's neck. Otherwise, it may be activated
randomly even if your dog isn't barking. The collar should be
tight enough that no more than one ﬁnger can ﬁt between the
strap and your dog's neck.
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Main Features
Rechargeable and Weatherproof Bark Collar
Combined Functions: Sound and Vibration
7 Sensitivity Levels for different dogs.
LED Indicators.
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